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Abstract. This paper analyzes a variety of languages with regard
to vowel alternation patterns in their disyllabic sound symbolic
reduplicatives (DSRs). The analysis reveals that (1) a number of
different languages have their preferred patterns of vowel alterna-
tion for DSRs (e.g. /�/-/�/ in ding-dong and tick-tock in English)
and (2) the relative height of each vowel against the other in a DSR
is a linguistic feature that is primarily areal. The languages sur-
veyed in this paper include Bukharan Tajik, Chinese, English, Ger-
man, Kazakh, Korean, Manchu, Mongolian, Persian, Qarakhanid
Turkic, Tatar, Tatar in Xinjiang, Turkish, Tuvan, Uyghur, Uzbek,
and Uzbek in Xinjiang.
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1. Introduction

Many English sound symbolic reduplicatives are known to
exhibit the vowel alternation patterns of /�/-/3/ and /�/-/�/ (e.g. in
zig-zag and ding-dong) where the first vowel is higher than the
second vowel (Reay 2006: 531). The data collected for this paper
from a wide variety of languages evidence that a number of other
languages also have their preferred patterns of vowel alternation
for disyllabic sound symbolic reduplicatives (hereafter abbreviated
as DSRs). For example, German DSRs, like English DSRs, show a
clear preference towards ‘high-low’ vowel alternation – the vowel
alternation where the vowel in the first syllable is higher than that
in the second.

(1) German bim-bam, gick gack, klippklapp, piff paff, etc.

English and German are not isolated examples of languages
that prefer a particular type of vowel alternation in their DSRs.
DSRs in Turkish and several other major Turkic languages are no
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less consistent in their vowel alternation. A single prevalent type of
vowel alternation in their DSRs is ‘low-high’, namely the vowel
alternation where the vowel in the first syllable is lower than that in
the second. Note that even fan-fin /f�n fin/, which contains /�/ and
/i/ and hence violates Turkish vowel harmony rules, is in conform-
ity with the preferred low-high order:

(2) Kazakh /ba� bu�, bal bul, �arq �urq, �alt �ult,
�alp �ulp, qalt qult, sart surt, tars turs/1, etc.

Tatar ���� ��	�, ���� ��	�, 
���
	� �olt ��lt, �������
la� lo�, lap lop, �alt �olt, �ap �op, �aq �oq,
�ar �or, t�q tuq, jalt jolt/, etc.

Tatar in China /��rt �yrt, j�lt j�lt, j�lt jult, ��r�� ��r��,
t�rs turs/, etc.

Turkish /���k ��uk, f�n fin, p�f puf, ��p �up, ��rp
�urp, t�k tuk/, etc.

Uyghur /par pur, �ar �ur, ta� tu�, taq tuq, wa� wu�,
wal wul, tal tul, �ar �ur, �aq �uq, talt tult/, etc.

Uzbek /�a �u, �ars �urs, �alp �ulp, �ar�� �ur��, taq
tuq,jarq jurq, tars turs, qars qurs,
�ard� �urd�, jalt jult, �ov �uv/, etc.2

The low-high vowel alternation in DSRs is not confined to the
modern Turkic languages listed above. An analysis of sound sym-
bolic words in Qarakhanid Turkic, an 11th Century Turkic lan-
guage, also reveals the prevalence of particular types of vowel
alternation in its DSRs; vowel alternations in the DSRs that appear
in the Compendium of the Turkic Dialects (which is written in
Qarakhanid) are limited to the following three types: /{a,e}/-/
{o,u,ö,ü}/, /{a,e}/-/{é,4,i}/, and /{567}/-/{869,ö,ü}/, every one of
which is of the ‘low-high’ type.

(3) Qarakhanid çak çuk, çar çur, kar kur, ta� tu�, �al �ul,
çalk çulk, çart çurt, kart kurt, karç kurç, ç9:
ç::,��9,��:,,��9:�k::,��9���:�, y9���:�,��9�
�:�, sart s�rt

1 These are �������+���
���
+����������+����������+���
*���
*+
��
����
�+�����������;V<����������� WV�Kazakh orthography.

2 /��p �  p/ is the only DSR that appears in the list of sound symbolic words in
Cheng, Shiliang and Abudureheman’s (1987) grammar of Uzbek spoken in China.
The vowel alternation in this DSR is also of the low-high type.
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In sum, all these modern and historical Turkic languages
show a strong preference for the low-high vowel alternation in
their DSRs.

This is remarkable, because in Inner Asia, the preference
for the low-high vowel alternation in DSRs seems to be largely
confined to the Turkic languages. Even DSRs in Mongolian and
Manchu, which are often grouped together with the Turkic lan-
guages as Altaic languages, do not exhibit an exclusive preference
for the low-high vowel alternation.

Mongolian and Manchu DSRs do not show any clear pref-
erence for the low-high vowel alternation. In fact, they have no
clear preference regarding the relative heights of their alternating
vowels. This lack of preference is manifestly exemplified by the
presence of both  /far f  r/ (low-high) and /f  r far/ (high-low) in the
Manchu sound symbolic lexicon.

(4) Manchu (Colloq.) /far f  r, f  r far, t�4p t�ap/, etc. (Lit.) /
t�‘ip t�‘ap, t�‘u t�‘a, q‘ap k‘ip, q‘as k‘is, �r ir,
p‘ak‘ p‘ik‘, t‘ap t‘ip, t‘ak‘ t‘ik‘, t‘�p t‘ap/, etc.

Mongolian /poj paj, paj poj, pul p�l, pujpaj, �ar �ir, �ar ��r,
�ar �or, �ir ��r, tur tar, tus tas, sar ser, tal tol,
dedz dodz, d�ig d�og, den don/, etc.

Given the lack of preference for the low-high vowel alterna-
tion in the DSRs of these two major Inner Asian languages, it
seems unlikely that the consist preference for the low-high vowel
alternation in the Turkic languages, most of which are spoken in
Inner Asia, has emerged by chance. Do these data, then, suggest
that vowel alternation in DSRs is a genetic feature? On the face of
it, this observation seems plausible – after all, DSRs in all the Turkic
languages the data from which are shown in (2) prefer the low-
high vowel alternation. (DSRs in English and German, both of
which are Germanic, also coincide with each other in their prefer-
ence for the high-low vowel alternation pattern.)

However, an analysis of data from a wider variety of lan-
guages reveals that this observation is an oversimplification. The
data that will be presented below allow the assumption that,
synchronically speaking, the relative height of a vowel against the
other in the DSR is a feature that is at least as areal as it is
genetic. Admittedly, this assumption is highly speculative, not least
because descriptive data of sound-symbolic words (let alone data
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of vowel alternation in DSRs) are hard to come by. However,
there exists seemingly unequivocal evidence that supports this
assumption. In the following paragraphs I present four pieces of
such evidence.

2. Evidence 1

The single prevalent type of vowel alternation in DSRs in
Korean, Chinese, and Vietnamese, which belong to different lan-
guage groups but which are geographically close to one another, is
high-low.

(5) Korean kkung-kkwang, ppi-ppay, ssuk-ssak, thuk-thak,
thung-thang, ttokttak, ttuk-ttak, ttwukttak,
ttwukttek, u-a, u-wa, etc.3

Chinese bi-bo, di-da, ding-dang, ping-pang, pi-pa,
yi-ya, etc.

Vietnamese �-;, g�-gh�, lê-la, rù-ró, t<i-t=, tr�c-tr�c,
tr�c-tr�c, t�m-t>m, etc.

3. Evidence 2

DSRs in Tuvan, a Turkic language, exhibit a lack of exclu-
sive preference for the low-high vowel alternation. In other words,
Tuvan DSRs do not share the preference for the low-high vowel
alternation with DSRs in most major Turkic languages.

(6) Tuvan /th�� tha�, thog thug, thik thak, pim pom,
pu�t pa�t/4, etc.

This lack of preference for the low-high vowel alternation
can be ascribed to the contact between Tuvan and Mongolian.
Tuvan has been under a strong influence of Khalkha Mongolian

3 Vowel alternations in these Korean DSRs are of the types /�/-/a/, /i/-/ε/, /o/-/a/, /
u/-/a/, /�/-/wa/, and /u/-/�/.

4 These DSRs are spelt �H������������������������������;V<����������
in Tuvan orthography.
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whose DSRs, like Tuvan DSRs, do not show any clear preference
for the low-high order (or for the high-low order) (see (4)).5

4. Evidence 3

DSRs in Bukharan Tajik, a variety of Iranian that is heavily
influenced by Uzbek, prefer the low-high vowel alternation.

(7) Bukharan Tajik ��ar ��ur, tap tup, paq puq, �ar�� �ur��, ��aq ��uq,
��ars ��urs, tars turs, �ap �up, ba� bu�, xar xur,
��a� ��u�, kar k�r, ��art ��urt, taq tuq, qars qurs,
kars kurs, �a� �u�/, etc.

On the other hand, DSRs in Persian, another Iranian lan-
guage, do not exhibit such a preference.

(8) Persian dânb dunb, hây huy, rim râm, ðap ðâp,
taq tuq, tik tâk, etc.

Though Persian and Bukharan Tajik are genetically very
close to each other, only the latter exhibit a clear preference for the
low-high vowel alternation in its DSRs. This preference could be
ascribed to the intensive contact of Bukharan Tajik with Uzbek
whose DSRs prefer the low-high vowel alternation (see (2)).

5. Evidence 4

DSRs in Hungarian (e.g. tik-tak, bim-bam, kip-kop, csit-
csatt, and csip-csup) appear to prefer the high-low vowel alterna-
tion, which is the vowel alternation preferred by DSRs in other
major European languages like German (see (1)) and English.

5 What all these data may imply is a gradation of preferred vowel alternation
patterns in DSRs that spans across the Altaic languages. In the Far East, there
is a language that prefers the high-low vowel order in its DSRs (Korean) whereas
DSRs in the western members of the Altaic languages prefer the low-high
order (Turkish, Tatar etc.). As for the languages in between them (Tuvan,
Manchu, and Mongolian), they constitute a ‘buffer’ with both the high-low and
low-high orders present in their DSRs.
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6. Summary

Thus, the data presented above point to the (synchronic)
arealty of vowel alternation patterns in disyllabic sound-symbolic
reduplicatives.6 The arealty is visible in (9) where languages that
prefer the high-low vowel alternation, those that prefer the low-
high vowel alternation, and those that lack any clear preference in
their DSRs are indicated with �, �, and �, respectively.

(9)

6 DSRs in Kirghiz, which has been strongly influenced by Kazakh, utilize, among
others, the vowel alternation pattern /�/-/u/ which is not evidently ‘low-high’
and which is foreign to DSRs in the Turkic languages listed in (2) and (3).
Kirghiz /tars turs,d�alt d�ult, d��lt d�ult, k�lt kult/, etc.
(These are spelled ��
����
���H
����
��and �H
����
�  in Kirghiz orthogra-
phy.) This might allow the speculation that Kirghiz DSRs, like Manchu and
Mongolian DSRs, originally had no preference for the high-low or low-high
order but is in the process of developing a ‘Turkic-type’ preference for the low-
high order under the influence of Kazakh. (According to Golden (1998), in the
ninth century, there was the ‘Kirghiz’ people ‘whose primary habitat was in the
Yenisey region’ (Golden 1998: 21). The Kirghiz language of today also ‘shares
some features with South Siberian Turkic’ (Kirchner 1998: 344).)
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In summary, this paper has introduced a new perspective
from which to analyze sound symbolic reduplicatives, namely to
contrast different languages with regard to vowel alternation pat-
terns in their DSRs. It has also argued for the hypothesis that,
synchronically speaking, the relative height of a vowel against the
other in the DSR is a linguistic feature that is primarily areal.
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Kokkuvõte. Shinji Ido: Vokaalivaheldus kahesilbilistes reduplika-
tiivides: areaalne dimensioon. Käesolev artikkel analüüsib erinevaid
keeli keskendudes vokaalivaheldusmustritele kahesilbilistes deskrip-
tiivsetes reduplikatiivides. Analüüs näitab, et 1) mitmetel erinevatel
keeltel on oma eelistatavad vokaalivaheldus mustrid nimetatud redupli-
katiivide jaoks (nt ingl k /�/-/�/ vormides ding-dong ja tick-tock) ja 2)
sellistel juhtudel on iga vokaali kõrgus võrreldes teisega niisugune kee-
leline nähtus, mis on eelkõige piirkondlik. Keeled, mida siinses uuri-
muses käsitletakse, on Bukhara tad�iki keel, hiina, inglise, saksa, ka-
sahhi, korea, mand�u, mongoolia, pärsia, Kara-Khani turgi, tatari, tatari
keel Xinjiangis, türgi, tuva, uiguuri, usbeki ja usbeki keel Xinjiangis.

Märksõnad: reduplikatsioon, häälikusümboolika, vokaalivaheldus, piir-
kondlikud nähtused




